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Let E be a Kothe function space over a complete measurable space and X aÈ
Banach space. Recall an element h in E is said to be order continuous if, for any
 4 < <decreasing sequence g in S , H g s 0 and g F h implies lim g s 0.n E n n n nª` n
We show that every denting point of the unit ball of E is order continuous. Using
 .this result, we prove that f is a denting point of the unit ball of E X if and only if
 . 5  .51 f ? is a denting point of the unit ball of E.X
 .  . 5  .52 for almost all t g supp f , f t r f t is a denting point of the unit ballX
of X.
Suppose that E is order continuous. We also prove that for any unit vector f in
 . 5  .5E X , if f ? is a strongly exposed point of the unit ball of E and for almost allX
 . 5  .5t g supp f , f t r f t is a strongly exposed point of the unit ball of X, then f isX
 .a strongly exposed point of the unit ball of E X . Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be a Banach space. We denote the unit sphere and the unit ball
of X by S and B , respectively. For any d ) 0, x g S , and anyX X X
136
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 .  .  .x* g S , M x, e , X , B x, e , and S x*, d denote the setsX *
5 5M x , e , X s y g B : y y x G e , 4 . X
5 5 4B x , e s y g X : y y x F e , .
 :S x*, d s x g B : x*, x ) 1 y d . 4 . X
Recall
 .1 x g S is said to be an extreme point of B if y, z g B andX X X
 .y q z r2 s x imply y s x s z.
 .2 x g S is said to be a strongly extreme point of B if, for any twoX X
 4  4  .sequences y , z in B , lim y q z r2 s x implies lim y sn n X nª` n n nª` n
lim z s x.nª` n
 .3 x g S is said to be an exposed point of B if there is x* g SX X X *
 :  :  4such that x*, x s 1 ) x*, y for any y g B R x . In this case, we sayX
x* exposes B at x.X
 .4 x g S is said to be a strongly exposed point of B if there isX X
x* g S such that x* exposes B at x and, for any « ) 0, there is d ) 0X * X
which satisfies
5 5diam S x*, d s sup y y z : y , z g S x*, d - e . 4 .  .
In this case, we say x* strongly exposes B at x.X
 .5 x g S is said to be a denting point of B if, for any « ) 0,X X
  ..x f co M x, « , X .
 .6 x g S is said to be a locally uniformly rotund point of B if, forX X
 . 5 5each e ) 0, there exists d x, e ) 0 such that y g S and x y y G eX
5 . 5  .imply x q y r2 F 1 y d x, e .
 .7 x g S is said to be a weakly locally uniformly rotund point of BX X
 4 5 5  4if, for any sequence x of B , lim x q x s 2 implies that xn X nª` n n
converges to x weakly.
w xThe following implication are well known 13 :
locally uniformly rotund point « strongly exposed point
« denting piont « strongly extreme point « extreme point.
A Banach space X is said to be strictly con¨ex respectively, midpoint
locally uniformly rotund, locally uniformly rotund, weakly locally uniformly
. rotund if every x g S is an extreme respectively, a strongly extreme,X
.locally uniformly rotund, weakly locally uniformly rotund point of B .X
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 .Let E be a Kothe function space over a complete measure space V, m .È
An element h in E is said to be order continuous if, for any decreasing
 4 < <sequence g in S , H g s 0 and g F h implies lim g s 0. An E n n n nª` n
Kothe function space E is said to be order continuous if every g g S isÈ E
 w x.order continuous see 11, Prop. 1.a.8 .
 .For a Banach space X, the Kothe]Bochner function space E X is theÈ
5  .5set of all strongly measurable functions f : V ª X such that f ? g E.X
 .The norm of f g E X is defined by
5 5 5 5f s f ? . . X E
We are interested in the following question.
 .Question 1. Let E X be a Kothe]Bochner function space. Are theÈ
following two statements equivalent?
 . a f g S is an extreme respectively, a strongly extreme, dent-E X .
ing, strongly exposed, locally uniformly rotund, weakly locally uniformly
.rotund point of B .E X .
 . 5  .5 b f ? is an extreme respectively, a strongly extreme, denting,
strongly exposed, locally uniformly rotund, weakly locally uniformly ro-
.  . 5  .5tund point of B and, for almost all t g supp f , f t r f t is anXE
extreme respectively, a strongly extreme, denting, strongly exposed, locally
.uniformly rotund, weakly locally uniformly rotund point of B .X
 .For a unit vector f in E X , let f : V ª S be the function defined byX
¡ f t .
, t g supp f ,~ 5 5f tf t s  . . X¢x , otherwise,0
where x is a unit vector in X. Then it is easy to see that f is strongly0
 .measurable. Let Q: E ª E X be the operator defined by
Q h s h ? f . .
 . 5  .5Clearly, Q is an isometry from E into E X . So if f ? is not anX
extreme respectively, a denting, strongly extreme, strongly exposed, locally
uniformly rotund, weakly locally uniformly rotund, exposed, strongly ex-
. 5  .5 posed point of B , then f s f ? ? f is not an extreme respectively,XE
denting, strongly extreme, locally uniformly rotund, weakly locally uni-
.formly rotund, exposed, strongly exposed point of B either.E X .
5  .5It is known that, for any f g S , if f ? is an extreme point of BE X . X E
 . 5  .5and for almost all t g supp f , f t r f t is an extreme point of B ,X X
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w xthen f is an extreme point of B . In 8 , Johnson considered theE X .
extreme points of B p and proved that, if X is separable, S is aL  m , X .
locally compact Hausdorff space, and m is a regular Borel measure, then f
is an extreme point of B p implies, for almost all t g supp f ,L  m , X .
 . 5  .5 w xf t r f t is an extreme point of B . However, Greim 3 showed thatX X
there is a nonseparable Banach space X and a norm-one vector f g
p . pL m, X , 1 - p - `, such that f is an extreme point of B but, forL  m , X .
 . 5  .5 wall t g supp f , f t r f t is not an extreme point of B . In 4, 5, 9, 10,X
x p .12 , the strongly extreme, strongly exposed, and denting points in L m, X
are studied. It had been proved that f is a strongly extreme respectively,
. pdenting and strongly exposed point of B if and only if, for almostL  m , X .
 . 5  .5 all t g supp f , f t r f t is a strongly extreme respectively, denting,X
. w x pstrongly exposed point of B . In 12 , Smith also proved that f g SX L  m , X .
 . 5  .5is a locally uniformly rotund point if, for almost all t g supp f , f t r f t X
is a locally uniformly rotund point of B .X
w xRecently, Chen and Lin 2 considered strongly extreme points on
Kothe]Bochner spaces and they proved the following theorem.È
w x  .THEOREM 1 2, Theorem 2.2 . Let f be a unit ¨ector of E X such that
5  .5f ? is order continuous. Then f is a strongly extreme point of B if andX E X .
5  .5only if f ? is a strongly extreme point of B , and, for almost allX E
 . 5  .5t g supp f , f t r f t is a strongly extreme point of B .X X
5  .5It is natural to ask whether the assumption, `` f ? is order continu-X
ous,'' in Theorem 1 can be removed or not. In this article, we prove the
assumption is necessary. On the other hand, we show that every denting
point g in a Banach lattice must be order continuous. Using this result, we
 .obtain that f is a denting locally uniformly rotund point of B if andE X .
5  .5  .only if f ? is a denting locally uniformly rotund point of B , and, forX E
 . 5  .5  .almost all t g supp f , f t r f t is a denting locally uniformly rotundX
point of B . We also prove that if E is order continuous, then f g S isX E X .
5  .5a strongly exposed point whenever f ? is a strongly exposed point ofX
 . 5  .5B and, for almost all t g supp f , f t r f t is a strongly exposed point ofE
B . For more results about geometric properties of Lesbesgue]BochnerX
w xand Kothe]Bochner spaces, see 6, 1, 13, 14 and the references therein.È
2. STRONGLY EXTREME POINTS AND
DENTING POINTS
First, we need the following notation. Let E be a Kothe function space.È
For any g, f g E, let g g E and P : E ª E be defined byq g
g s g k 0,q
P f s f ? 1 . .g supp g
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LEMMA 2. Let g be an element in a s-complete Banach lattice E. The
following are equi¨ alent.
 .1 g is order continuous.
 .  42 For any decreasing sequence P of band projections, let P sn
H` P . Thenns1 n
lim P y P g s 0. .  .n
nª`
 .  43 For any sequence Q of pairwise disjoint band projections andn
g g E,
lim Q g s 0. .n
nª`
 .  .  4Proof. Clearly, 1 « 2 . For any sequence Q of pairwise disjointn
band projection, let
`
P s Q .En k
ksn
`  .Then, for all n g N, Q s P y P and H P s 0. Suppose 2 isn n nq1 ns1 n
true. Then
0 s lim P g G lim sup Q g G 0. .  .n n
nª` nª`
 .  .So 2 « 3 .
 .  .  42 « 1 . Let g be a unit vector in E and let g be any decreasingn
` < <sequence such that H g s 0 and g F g for each n. For e ) 0, letns1 n n
P s P ,n  g ye? < g  t . <.n q
`
P s P .H n
ns1
 4`  .Then P is decreasing. By 2 ,n ns1
lim P y P g s 0. .  .n
nª`
 .We claim that P g s 0. If it is not true, then, for every n g N,
g G eP g G eP g ) 0. .  .n n
This implies
`
g G eP g ) 0, .H n
ns1
a contradiction. We proved our claim.
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5  .5 5 . .5Select n such that P g s P y P g F e . For any m , m G n,n n 1 2
5 5g y g F I y P g y g q P g y g .  .  .m m n m m n m m1 2 1 2 1 2
5 5F 2 e g q P g F 3e . .n
 4`  4Since e is arbitrary, g is a Cauchy sequence. Therefore, g con-n ns1 n
verges to 0.
 .  .  43 « 2 . Let P be a sequence of decreasing band projections.n
Replacing P by P y H` P , we may assume thatn n ks1 k
`
P s 0.H n
ns1
 .  4`Suppose 2 is not true. By passing to a subsequence of P , we mayn ns1
5  .5assume that there is a d ) 0 such that P g G d . We claim that there isn
an e ) 0 such that, for any n g N,
sup P y P g : m G n ) e . 4 .  .n m
 4If it is not true, then there exists an increasing sequence n : k g N suchk
5 . .5 i ithat P y P g F 1r2 . Hence, if 2r2 - dr2 and k ) n , thenn n q1 ii i
` 2 d
P g F P g F P y P g F - . .  .  . .k n n n q1 ii j j 22jsi
We got a contradiction. So the claim must be true. This implies that there
 4`are e ) 0 and a sequence Q s P y P of pairwise disjoint bandj n n q1 js1j j
5  .5projection such that Q g ) e , a contradiction. The proof is complete.j
THEOREM 3. Suppose X is midpoint uniformly rotund Banach space
which is not uniformly rotund and E contains a strongly extreme point g G 0
 .which is not order continuous. Then there is a unit ¨ector f g E X such that
5  .5f ? s g and f is not a strongly extreme point of B .X E X .
 4 5 5Proof. For any e ) 0, there is a partition B of V such that g ? 1j Bj
) e ) 0 for all j g N. Since X is not uniformly rotund, there are 1 ) d ) 0
 4  4and two sequences x , y in X such thatn n
5 5x s 1 for all n g N,n
5 5lim x " y s 1,n n
nª`
5 5y s d for all n g N.n
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Let
f t s x ? g t if t g B , .  .n n
f s y ? 1 ? g .n n Bn
Then
5 5 5 5f s lim f " f s 1,n
nª`
5 5f s de .n
So f cannot be a strongly extreme point.
 .  4Remark 1. 1 Let p be a strictly increasing sequence in N suchn
 ` .that lim p s `. It is known that X s  [ L is a midpointnª` n ns2 p 2nw xuniformly rotund Banach space 14 which is not uniformly rotund.
 .  ..2 1 is a strongly extreme point of L 0, ` but it is not order0, `. `
5  .5continuous. So the assumption, `` f ? is order continuous,'' in TheoremX
1 cannot be dropped.
The following theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions on E
 .and X such that E X is midpoint uniformly rotund.
 .THEOREM 4. E X is midpoint uniformly rotund if and only if E and X
satisfy the following conditions:
 .1 Both E and X are midpoint uniformly rotund.
 .2 Either E is order continuous or X is uniformly rotund.
Proof. By Theorems 1 and 3, we only need to show that if X is
 .uniformly rotund and E is midpoint uniformly rotund, then E X is
midpoint point uniformly rotund.
 .Suppose that E X is not midpoint uniformly rotund. Then there are
 4  4d ) 0, f g S , and two sequences f , f in B such thatE X . n, 1 n, 2 E X .
f q fn , 1 n , 2
lim s f ,
2nª`
5 5f y f G d for all n g N.E X .n , 1 n , 2
Then
f ? q f ? .  .n , 1 n , 2X X1 G lim
2nª` E
f q fn , 1 n , 2
5 5G lim s f s 1.E X .
 .2nª` E X
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Since E is midpoint uniformly rotund,
lim f ? s lim f ? s f ? . .  .  . Xn , 1 n , 2X X
nª` nª`
By a small perturbation, we may assume that, for all t g V,
f t s f t . .  .n , 1 n , 2X X
Let
d
A s t : f t y f t - f t . .  .  .n n , 1 n , 2 n , 1X X 52
Then
d d
5 5f y f ? 1 F ? f F , . E X .n , 1 n , 2 A n , 1 .E Xn 2 2
d d
5 52 f ? 1 G f y f ? 1 G d y s . .E X .n , 1 V R A n , 1 n , 2 V R A  .E Xn n 2 2
Note that X is uniformly rotund. There is e ) 0 such that, for any
5 5 5 5x, y g B , x y y G dr2 implies x q yr2 - 1 y e . It follows thatX
f q fn , 1 n , 2
lim y f
 .2nª` E X
f ? q f ? .  .n , 1 n , 2G lim sup y f ? . X2 X Enª`
f ? q f ? .  .n , 1 n , 2G lim sup y f ? ? 1 . X V R A n /2 Xnª` E
5 5G f ? y 1 y e f ? ? 1 .  .  . . EX X V R A n
e e ? d
G ? f ? ? 1 G .n , 1 V R AX n2 8E
 .for n large enough. This is a contradiction. Hence, E X must be
midpoint uniformly rotund.
The following lemma shows that every denting point in a Banach lattice
is order continuous.
LEMMA 5. Let E be a Kothe function space and let h be a unit ¨ector in E.È
If h is a denting point of the unit ball of E, then h is order continuous.
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Proof. Suppose h g S is not order continuous. By Lemma 3, thereE
 4exist e ) 0 and a sequence A of disjoint measurable sets such thatn
5 5h ? 1 ) e .EA n
5 5 5 5 5 5Let h s h ? 1 . Then h F 1, h y h s h ? 1 ) e , andE E En V R A n n An n
n < <1 h
h y h F . nn nks1
This implies that h is not a denting point of the unit ball of E.
 .Now, we can give a characterization of denting points in E X .
THEOREM 6. Let E be a Kothe function space and X be a Banach space. fÈ
5  .5is a denting point of B if and only if f ? is a denting point of B and,XE X . E
 . 5  .5for almost all t g supp f , f t r f t is a denting point of B .X X
w xProof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 in 10 except the
 .following claim because E may not be locally uniformly convex .
 . 5  .5Claim. For any unit vector f in E X , if f ? is a denting point ofX
E, then, for any e ) 0,
f ? . X
f f ? : f g co f g E X : f ? g M f ? , e , E . .  .  .  . 4 . 5X2 2 1 1X X
Assume that the claim is not true. Then there are e ) 0 and sequences
 4  m 4`  m 4`N : n g N , a : m F N , f : m F N such thatn n n ns1 n n ns1
 . m Nn mi a ) 0 and  a s 1 for all n g N and m F N .n ms1 n n
 . 5 m .5 5  .5 .ii For all n g N and m F N , f ? g M f ? , e , E .X Xn n
 . 5 Nn m m .5 5  .5iii lim  a f ? s f ? .X Xnª` ms1 n n
Let
Nn
m mg s a f ? , .n n n X
ms1
g s f ? . . X
5 5Clearly, g F 1, and, for any t g V,En
N Nn n
m m m mf t y a f t k0F f t y a f t k0. .  .  .  . X Xn n n nX /  /ms1 ms1 X
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So we have
Nn
m mg y g k 0 F f ? y a f ? k 0, .  .  .Xn n n /ms1 X
lim g y g k 0 s 0, . .n
nª`
lim g n g s g . .n
nª`
Let
h s g y 2 g y g k 0 . . .n n n
< <  .Then h F g because g G 0 andn n
h q gn n
lim s lim g n g s g .n2nª` nª`
Since g is a strongly extreme point, we must have
lim g s g .n
nª`
5  .5This implies f ? s g is not a denting point of B , a contradiction. TheX E
proof is complete.
Remark 2. Let
5 5A s x g X : x s 1' y g M x , 1rl , X  .m , l
5 5such that x q y r2 ) 1 y 1rm .4
It is easy to see that x g S is a locally uniformly rotund point if and onlyX
if x does not belong to A for any m g N and any l g N. Combiningm , l
w x w xTheorem 4 in 1 with the proof of Theorem 1 in 10 , we have the
following theorem.
 .THEOREM 7. Let f be a unit ¨ector in the Kothe]Bochner space E X .È
5  .5Then f is a locally uniformly rotund point of B if and only if f ? is aXE X .
locally uniformly rotund point of B , and, for almost all t g supp f ,E
 . 5  .5f t r f t is a locally uniformly rotund point of B .X X
3. STRONGLY EXPOSED POINTS
In this section, we will assume that E is an order continuous KotheÈ
 .function space over a complete measure space V, m . In this case, the
 w x.  .dual of E is also a Kothe function space see 11, p. 29 . Let E* X*, w*È
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5  .5be the set of all weak* measurable functions F with F ? g E*. ForX *
 .any F g E* X*, w* , the mapping
 :f ª F t , f t m t .  .  .H
 :is a bounded linear functional. We denote it by F, f . It is easy to see
that
5 5F F F ? . . X * E*
 . ` . w xSuppose that V, m is s-finite. Then there is a lifting of L V, m 7, 15 .
 wUsing this result, one can prove the following theorem cf. 15, Prop.
x.3.3.4 .
THEOREM 8. Let E be any order continuous Kothe function space o¨er aÈ
 .s-finite measure space V, S, m and let X be any Banach space. Then there is
 .  .a natural mapping T from E X * to E* X*, w* such that
 .  .  .1 T F s F if F g E* X* ,
 .   ..  .  :   . .2 for any F g E X * and f g E X , F, f s H T F t ,
 .:  .f t dm t ,
 .   ..  .3 for F and G in E X * and real numbers and b, T aF q bG s
 .  .aT F q bT G ,
 . 5  .5 5 5   ..4 T F s F for all F g E X *.E X ..*
w xIn 5 , Hu and Lin ga¨e a characterization of a strongly exposed point of
w xB , 1 - p - `. It is easy to see that their characterization 5, Lemma 2L  m , X .p
is true for any Banach space.
w xLEMMA 9 5, Lemma 2 . Let X be a Banach space. x is a strongly exposed
point of B if and only if there exist e ) 0 and d ) 0 with lim e sX n n nª` n
0 s lim d and xU g B such that, for any m F n, any y g B ,nª` n n X * X
 U : 5 5x , y ) 1 y d implies x y y F e . In particular, e¨ery weak* limitn m m
 U4point x* of x strongly exposes B at x.n X
To get the characterization of strongly exposed points in B , we needE X .
another lemma.
LEMMA 10. Let E be an order continuous Kothe function space and let XÈ
 .  .be a Banach space. Let F g * X* and f g E X be two elements such that1
5 5G s F ? g S and g s f ? g S . .  .X * E* 1 EX
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 .Let 0 - e be any positi¨ e number. Suppose that there are d e , G ) 0,
M ) 1, and a measurable subset A of supp G such that
 .  : 5 51 for any h g E, G, h ) 1 y d implies h y g - er4;
 .  :2 G, g ? 1 - dr3;V R A
 .    . 5  .5 ..3 for any t g A, diam S F t r F t , 1rM - er4;X *
 .  . 5  .5   . 5  .5 .4 for any t g A, f t r f t g S F t r F t , 1rM .X *1 1
5 5  :Ten f y f - e for any f g B with F, f ) 1 y dr3M.1 2 2 E X . 2
 5  .5 :  :Proof. Since G, f ? G F, f ) 1 y dr3M G 1 y d ,X2 2
e
5 5g ? f y f s g y f ? - . .E X .2 2 2 X 4
5  .5 5 5So we may assume that f ? s g and prove that f y f - 3er4.X E X .2 1 2
Let
f t F t 1 .  .2
C s t g supp g R A: f S , , 5 /f t F t M .  . X *2 X
B s V R A j C. .
 .If t g V R B l supp g, then
f t f t F t 1 .  .  .1 2
, g S , /f t f t F t M .  .  . X *1 2
and
e
f t y f t F g t ? . .  .  .1 2 X 4
So we have
e e
5 5f y f ? 1 F ? g s . . E1 2 V R B 4 4
If t g C, then
1
 :F t , f t F 1 y g t . .  .  .2  /M
Hence,
d 1
 :  :  :1 y F F , f F G ? 1 , g q 1 y G ? 1 , g2 V R C C /3M M
1
 :F 1 y G ? 1 , gCM
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and
d
 :G ? 1 , g F .C 3
This implies
 :  :  :  :G, g ? 1 s G, g y G, g ? 1 y G, g ? 1 ) 1 y d ,V _ B C V _ A
e
5 5 5 5g ? 1 s g y g ? 1 - .B V R B 4
So
3e
5 5 5 5 5 5f y f F f y f ? 1 q f ? 1 q f ? 1 F . .1 2 1 2 V R B 1 B 2 B 4
The proof is complete.
THEOREM 11. Let e be an order continuous Kothe function space o¨er aÈ
 .complete measure space V, S, m and let X be a Banach space. f g S isE X .
5  .5a strongly exposed point of B if f ? is a strongly exposed point of BXE X . E
 . 5  .5and, for almost all t g supp f , f t r f t is a strongly exposed point ofX
B .X
Proof. Let G be an element in S which strongly exposes B atE* E
5  .5 5 5g s f ? g E. For any n g N, there exists d ) 0 such that g y h -X En
 :1r4n whenever h g B and G, h ) 1 y d . Let a: supp f ª S be anyE n X *
 .function from supp f to S such that a t strongly exposes B atX * X
 . 5  .5f t r f t for each t g supp f. Then we denote the setX
1 1
t g supp f : diam S a t , - . 5 / /m 4k
 .  .by D m, k . Note that D m, k may not be measurable. But, for each k,
D m q 1, k = D m , k , .  .
`
D m , k s supp f . .D
ms1
Let m* denote the outer measure of m. Since f is a strongly exposed point
of B , f is a denting point of B and supp f is s-finite. Hence, forE X . E X .
 .any subset A of supp f , there is a measurable subset M A of supp f such
that, for any measurable set B,
m* B l A s m B l M A . .  . .
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 4We claim that there are an increasing sequence m : n g N and se-n
  . 4   . 4quences A n, j : j F n g N and C n, j : j F n g N of subsets of V
such that
 .   . 4iv A n, j : j F n g N is a finite sequence of disjoint subsets of
 .D m , n such that, for any k F n,n
n
A n , k : D m , j . .  .F j
jsk
 .v For each n g N and k F n,
C n , k s M A n , k , .  . .
n
M D m , n s C n , j , .  . . Dn
js1
m C n , j l C n , k s 0 if j / k F n. .  . .
 .vi for any k F n,
k dk
G, g ? 1 ) 1 y . C n , j. ; / 3js1
  . 4Since D m, 1 : m g N is an increasing sequence such that
`  .D D m, 1 s supp f , there is m g N such thatms 1 1
d1
G, g ? 1 ) 1 y . :M Dm , 1..1 3
Let
A 1, 1 s D m , 1 , .  .1
C 1, 1 s M A 1, 1 . .  . .
 4   . 4   . 4Assume that m : j F n , C i, j : j F i F n , and A i, j : j F i F n havej
 .  .been constructed. By v and vi , for any k F n,
k dk
G, g ? 1 ) 1 y . M  An , j.. ; / 3js1
  . 4Since D m, n q 1 : m g N is an increasing sequence such that
`  .D D m, n q 1 s supp f , for any set A,ms 1
 :  :  :G, g ? 1 s G, g dm s lim G, g dm.H HM  A.
mª` .   ..M A M AlD m , nq1
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So there is m ) m such that, for all j - n,nq1 n
j dj
G, g ? 1 ) 1 y M  An , i.l Dm , nq1..nq 1 ; / 3is1
and
dnq1
G, g ? 1 ) 1 y . :M Dm , nq1..nq 1 3
For j F n, let
nq1
A n q 1, j s A n , j l D m , n q 1 : D m , i , .  .  .  .Fnq1 i
ksj
C n q 1, j s M A n q 1, j , .  . .
and, for j s n q 1, let
n
A n q 1, n q 1 s D Sm , n q 1 R C n q 1, i , .  .  .Dnq1
is1
C n q 1, n q 1 s M A n q 1, n q 1 . .  . .
  .  .4   . Clearly, A n q 1, 1 , . . . , A n q 1, n q 1 and C n q 1, 1 , . . . , C n q
.4  .  .  .1, n q 1 satisfy iv , v , and vi .
Since f is a measurable function, without loss of generality, we may
  . 4assume that f t : t g V is separable. Fix an n. We claim there are an
  .  .  .increasing sequence 0 s a n, 0 - a n, 1 - ??? - a n, n y 1 -
 . 4   .4a n, n - ` and a sequence t ; j F a n, n such thatn, j
 .  .  .  .vii t g A n, i for a n, i y 1 - j F a n, i .n, j
 .viii Let
1
E n , j s t g supp f : f t r f t g S a t , , .  .  .  .X n , j 5 /mn
 .a n , k k
B n , k s E n , i l C n , i . .  .  .D D / /
is1 is1
Then
dk :G, g dm ) 1 y .H 3 .B n , k
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 .Since A n, 1 is a subset of
1
t g supp f : f t r f t g S a s , , .  .  .D X 5 /mn .sgA n , 1
 4  .there exists t , . . . , t : A n, 1 such thatn, 1 n, a n, 1.
 .a n , 1
B n , 1 s E n , k l C n , 1 .  .  . .D
ks1
and
d1 :G, g dm ) 1 y .H 3 .B n , 1
 4   .  .4Suppose that t , t , . . . , t and B n, 1 , . . . , B n, k are con-n, 1 n, 2 n, a n, k .
structed. Since
A n , k q 1 .
: B n , k .
1
j tg supp f : f t r f t gS a s , , .  .  .D X 5 /mn .  .sgA n , kq1 RB n , k
 4  .  .there exists t , . . . , t : A n, k q 1 R B n, k such thatn, a n, k .q1. n, a n, kq1.
 .a n , kq1 kq1
B n , k q 1 s B n , k j E n , k l C n , j .  .  .  .D D / . js1ksa n , k q1
and
dkq1 :G, g dm ) 1 y .H 3 .B n , kq1
The construction is complete.
Finally, let
 .a n , n
jy 1F s a t ? 1 q a t ? 1 ? G. .  .n n , 1 supp f _ Bn , n. n , j En , j._ D En , i.is1 /js1
 .  .Note that if t g B n, k , then there is j and k F k such that a n, k y 11 1
 .  . jy1  .- j F a n, k , t g E n, j R F E n, i . In this case, we have t g1 is1 n, j
 . n  .A n, k : F D m , i . Hence,1 isk i1
1
 .    . ..ix diam S a t , - 1r4k;n, j mk
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 .  . 5  .5   . .   . .x f t r f t g S a t , 1rm : S a t , rm .X n, j n n, j k
 :We claim that, for any k F n and f g B , if E , f ) 1 y d r3m ,2 E X . n 2 k k
then
5 5f y f - e .E X .1 2
 .In fact, for any k F n, let f s f , F s F , M s m , e s 1rk, A s B n, k ,1 n k
 .  .  .  .  .and d s d . Conditions viii , ix , and x imply that F, f satisfy 1 ] 4 ofk 1
 :Lemma 10. By Lemma 10, if f g B and if F, f ) 1 y dr3M, then2 E X . 2
5 5f y f - e .E X .1 2
By Lemma 9, f is a strongly exposed point of B where e s 1rn andE X . n
.d s d r3m . The proof is complete.n n n
We do not know the answer to Question 1 for weakly uniform rotundity.
But the following theorem shows that, if E is locally uniformly rotund and
 . 5  .for almost all t, f t r f t is a weakly locally rotund point of B , thenX
f g S is a weakly uniformly rotund point of B .E X . E X .
THEOREM 12. Let E be a Kothe function space and X be a Banach space.È
5  .5f g S is a weakly locally uniformly rotund point of B if f ? is aXE X . E X .
locally uniformly rotund point of B and, for almost all t g supp f ,E
 . 5  .5f t r f t is a weakly locally uniformly rotund point of B .X X
 .Proof. Let f g E X be a sequence such thatn
1
5 5 5 5lim f s lim f q f s 1.E X . E X .n n2nª` nª`
Then
1 s lim f ? , .n X E
nª`
1
1 G lim inf f ? q f ? .  . Xn X E2nª`
1
5 5G lim f q f s 1.E X .n2nª`
5  .5Since f ? is a locally uniformly rotund point of E,X
lim f ? s f ? . .  . Xn X
nª`
By passing to a subsequence and then perturbing f , we may assume thatn
f t s 0 for all n g N and t f supp f , .n
f t - f t for all n g N and t g supp f , .  . Xn X
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and, for all t g supp f ,
1
lim f t s lim f t q f t s f t . .  .  .  .n n X2nª` nª`
  .4  .Hence, by the assumption, f t converges to f t weakly. Note thatn
5  .5f ? is locally uniformly rotund. By Lemma 2,
< <E s h g E: ' n g N such that h - n f ? . 4X
Äis order continuous. Replacing E by E if necessary, we may assume that E
is order continuous. Note that, for any x* g X* and any t g V,
5 5 :x*, f t y f t F 2 = * f t . .  .  .n
 .By the dominated convergence theorem, for any F g E* X*, w* , we have
 :  :lim F , f y f s F t , f t y f t dm s 0. .  .  .Hn n
nª`
We proved that f converges to f weakly.n
Remark 3. For an exposed point we do not know the proof in both
w xdirections. But Cerda, Hudzik, and Mastyøo 1 proved that, for an orderÁ
5  .5Ucontinuous Kothe function space E, F g S and f g S , if F ?È X *E  X *. E X .w
5  .5  . 5  .5exposes B at f ? and if for almost all t g supp f , F t r F tX X *E X .
 . 5  .5exposes B at f t r f t , then F exposes B at f.XX E X .
Remark 4. After the paper accepted, the authors have learned that l`
wdoes not admit an equivalent midpoint locally uniformly rotund norm 10,
x11 . Thus every midpoint locally uniformly rotund Kothe function space isÈ
 .order continuous. By Theorem 4, E X is midpoint locally uniformly
rotund if and only if both E and X are midpoint locally uniformly rotund.
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